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Effect of Left and Right Hemisphere of Brain in
both Eye Open and Close state on Minimum
Power Values and Frequency of Alpha Wave
Activity
Prakriti Trivedi, Dr. Neeraj Bhargava

Abstract— The understanding of human brain is always an
attracting factor for most of the researchers. With the
advancement of the technology several techniques have been
developed which are quite impressive, one of them is Brain
Computer Interface (BCI). Electroencephalography (EEG)
records brain signals in a non- invasive manner by simply
placing electrodes on scalp using 10-20 international system of
electrode placement. Eye movement causes great change in
EEG waves (alpha, beta gamma, and theta) produced. For
further studies, it is necessary to identify their impact on
different parts of the brain. In present paper the EEG wave of
Alpha type have been analyzed for left and right hemispheres of
human brain by considering five different subjects. The
maximum and minimum power and corresponding frequencies
have been recorded from various channels (electrodes
placement points on brain)of brain scalp during open eye and
closed eye conditions. The effect of power and frequency values
in left and right hemispheres of brain has been explained for
both open and closed states of eyes. From the analysis, it has
been observed that right hemisphere of brain is more activated
when eyes remain closed in the range of alpha waves.
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the head of the user (different subjects) when when
wears the EEG headset. Electroencephalography (EEG)
is a type of non-invasive interface, which has high
potential due to its fine temporal resolution, ease of use,
portability and low set-up cost. Electroencephalography
(EEG) is a procedure by which electrical activity of the
brain is measured. EEG has some of the advantages over
other invasive techniques. First one is that EEG is one of
the non-invasive techniques which mean it does not
require surgical operations. Also this technique reduces
risk and cost factors. This technique is better than ECoG
(electrocorticography), in the way that ECoG have
electrodes planted under the skull area. Invasive systems
causes risk and damages to a brain, also the operations in
this system are costlier than non-invasive ones.EEG
works on the principle of calculation of potential
difference between the electrodes. The electrodes that
are attached to the ear lobes are called reference
electrodes. These electrodes are useful to find the
background electric field of skull.

Interface,

1) INTRODUCTION
As a matter of fact brain waves in the form of electrical
signals of small amplitude produced in human brain
depending on brain activityin an uninterrupted manner.
The human brain activity is represented in the form of
different waves by EEG after picking up of
electrochemical current from scalp on which the
electrodes are placed. The type of brain waves as
generated in brain due to different task or activities are
different.
Different people of different age groups may have
different frequency and amplitude of EEG signals. Brain
rhythms or waves are mainly five type’s delta, theta,
alpha, beta and gamma. EEG signals are taken from the
scalp region. Signals are captured using the electrodes
which are in the EEG device and these electrodes stick to
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2)

LITERATURE REVIEW

A brain–computer interface (BCI), also referred as
a mind-machine
interface (MMI), direct
neural
interface (DNI), or brain–machine interface (BMI), is
considered as a direct communication pathway between an
enhanced or wired brain and an external device. BCIs are
often directed at researching, mapping, assisting,
augmenting, or repairing human cognitive or sensory-motor
functions [1].
Research on BCIs began in the 1970s at the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA) under a grant from
the National Science Foundation, followed by a contract
from DARPA [2, 3].
While an EEG based brain-computer interface has been
pursued extensively by a number of research labs, recent
advancements made by Bin He and his team at the University
of Minnesota suggest the potential of an EEG based
brain-computer interface to accomplish tasks close to
invasive brain-computer interface. Using advanced
functional
neuro
imaging
including
BOLD
functional MRI and EEG source imaging, Bin He and
co-workers identified the co-variation and co-localization of
electrophysiological and hemodynamic signals induced by
motor imagination [4]. Refined by a neuro imaging approach
and by a training protocol, Bin He and co-workers
demonstrated the ability of a non-invasive EEG based
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brain-computer interface to control the flight of a virtual
helicopter in 3-dimensional space, based upon motor
imagination [5]. In June 2013 it was announced that Bin He
had developed the technique to enable a remote-control
helicopter to be guided through an obstacle course.
In addition to a brain-computer interface based on brain
waves, as recorded from scalp EEG electrodes, Bin He and
co-workers explored a virtual EEG signal-based
brain-computer interface by first solving the EEG inverse
problem and then used the resulting virtual EEG for
brain-computer interface tasks. Well-controlled studies
suggested the merits of such a source analysis based
brain-computer interface [6].
A 2014 study found that severely motor-impaired patients
could communicate faster and more reliably with
non-invasive EEG BCI, than with any muscle-based
communication channel [7].
A method based on linear discriminant analysis has been
proposed by Denis Delisle et al. [8] to detect events
associated to eyes opening and closing, by capturing alpha
waves measured from the occipital lobe.
Another method Power spectral density (PSD) helps identify
the frequency domain where strength of signal is more or
less. PSD can be seen as frequency response of periodic or
random signals. The PSD for certain types of random signals
is independent of time and hence it is deterministic. PSD is
useful for analysis of random signals especially in BCI
because brain signals are highly variable. SamanehValipour
et al. [9] have recorded EEG signals only for 10 seconds
because these signals are stationary for a time period of less
than 12 seconds. MATLAB with EEGLAB has been used for
computation of PSD for EEG signals. Authors have observed
PSD on three subjects on channels PZ, P3, P4, FZ and CZ
with subjects opened and closed eyes.
ICA is a powerful method used to separate independent data
mixed linearly using various channels. For instance, when
recording electroencephalograms (EEG) on the scalp, ICA
can separate out artifacts embedded in the data (since they are
usually autonomous of each other). The number of channels
directly influences the performance of separation between
artifact and pure EEG components. Before applying ICA on
EEG data pre-processing is performed i.e. “whitening of
data”. In this pre-processing step simple linear change is
performed over the coordinates of mixed data. Some of the
ICA properties are: ICA can only separate the data that are
linearly mixed, changing order of data points that are plotted
cannot affect the result of ICA algorithm applied, change in
position of electrode will also not affect the result of ICA, if
data is dependent than also ICA algorithms finds the
maximum separation between the sources and give the
outcome.
While recording data from brain scalp via electrodes the
electrical activity of neurons are displayed in waves form on
the computers. These waves represent different mental state
of the subject. Frequency is best way to represent the varying
state of any EEG activity as it is easy to asses it. Brain
neurons oscillations are observed in form of waves (defined
on basis of their frequency) from a person mind are:
a) Delta (0.1 to 3.5 Hz): This rhythm is dominant in
infants and during deep sleep of adults and
when a person is suffering from serious brain
disorder.

b) Theta (3.5 to 7.5 Hz): This rhythm is found
while a person is in sleeping state (or drowsy).
It is also found in children when they are
awake. Mainly observed at frontal, temporal
and parietal region.
c) Alpha (7.5 to 13 Hz): It is dominant when a
person is awake performing daily tasks. Mostly
found at occipital and parietal lobes of brain
and stronger over the right hemisphere. Present
when a subject is mentally inactive, alert, with
eyes closed. Blocked or weakened by deep
sleep, attention, especially visual, and mental
effort.
d) Beta (13 to 30 Hz): Beta waves, with lower
frequencies disappear during mental activity
and Beta waves, with higher frequencies appear
while a person is in tension and under intense
mental activity. Under intense mental activity
beta can extend up as far as 50Hz

Figure 1: EEG rhythms

3) WORKING
Analysis of BCI task is done by EEGLAB. EEGLAB is
freely available with some inbuilt plug-ins. It runs on
MATLAB environment. It provides interactive
Graphical User Interface and some in-built functions
such as Independent Component Analysis, Remove
Component, Remove Baseline, Artifact Rejection, etc.
EEGLAB also provide the Script Window to develop
user defined Script. Independent Component Analysis
converts the high dimensional data space into low
dimensional data space. In EEGLAB, ICA is
implemented by runica() function. It removes the artifact
which is generated by the muscles and eye blink activity.
It also filters the noise and speech data.
EEGLAB also integrates general tutorial and help
windows and a command history function which allow
users to easily switch from one mode to another i.e. from
GUI-based to script-based. EEGLAB has treasure of
methods using those one can visualize and models the
event-related brain data. Users who have knowledge of
MATLAB for them EEGLAB provides a programming
environment, which offers storing, measuring, editing,
updating, accessing and visualizing the EEG data.
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EEGLAB is an open source platform, it allows
researchers to create and share their new methods with
the world.

4) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The alpha wave activity of brain of five different
subjects during open eye and close eye condition has
been analyzed and compared. The data were collected
from Physio Net by the developers of the BCI2000
instrumentation system as described by Goldberger ALet
al. in [10]. Present work deals with data for 23 channels
of left and right hemisphere of brain. Channel number
and their respective electrodes name are shown in Table
1. Data was recorded with subjects having open eyes as
well as close eyes in the similar ways as used in [11].
For analyzing and comparing the results, emphasis has
been given to alpha wave having frequency range from 8
to 13 Hz in the present paper, for all channels. Channel
power and frequency plot using GUI interface of
EEGLAB has been analyzed. In present paper, channel
plot of electrodes corresponds left and right hemisphere
of brain have been considered and related minimum
frequency and power has been plotted as shown in
Figures (3 and 4) respectively.

Figure 2. Electrodes placement in left hemisphere and
right hemisphere.
The minimum power for alpha waves of left hemisphere has
been plotted for five different subjects for eyes closed and
open condition. In both eye conditions it has been observed
that peaks of minimum power in both the cases have been
occurred at channels 19. Similarly second peaks are also
obtained in near-by channels 14. This suggests that for both
positions of eyes the minimum power peaks occurred at
particularchannels.

Table 1. Channel number and their respective electrodes
Left Hemisphere

Right Hemisphere

Channel
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Channel
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Electrode
Name
FC5
FC3
FC1
C5
C3
C1
CP5
CP3
CP1
FP1
AF1
AF3
F7
F5
F3
F1
P7
P5
P3
P1
PO7
PO3
O1

Electrode
Name
FC2
FC4
FC6
C2
C4
C6
CP2
CP4
CP6
FP2
AF4
AF8
F2
F4
F6
F8
P2
P6
P4
P8
PO8
PO4
O2

The placements of electrodes in human brain are shown in
Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. Minimum Power for considered channels for (a)
left and (b) right hemisphere of brain.
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The minimum power for alpha waves of left hemisphere has
been plotted for five different subjects for eyes closed and
open condition. In both eye conditions it has been observed
that peaks of minimum power in both the cases have been
occurredatchannels19. Similarly second peaks are also
obtained in near-by channels 14. This suggests that for both
positions of eyes the minimum power peaks occurred at
particular channels.
Similar phenomenon has been observed for right hemisphere
of different subjects. For right hemisphere the peaks of
minimum power for alpha waves in both the cases have been
occurred at channels 20 and second peaks are also obtained at
channels 9. This further suggests that for both positions of
eyes the minimum power peaks occurred at particular
channels.
Further, from above plots as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and 3 (b) it
has been observed that the value of minimum power is higher
when eyes are open. The effect of location of channel can be
visualized clearly from above plots as the value of minimum
power for both hemispheres are almost identical but these
values occurred at different channels. Thus it can be
concluded that placement of electrodes affects the power
frequency spectrum of human brain.

Both frequency and minimum power for left hemisphere
have been plotted for Alpha wave as shown in Fig. 4(a). From
Fig. 4(a), it is clear that for subject 2 the frequency is higher
when eyes are closed but at the same time the minimum
power requirement for same subject is less during eyes
closed. Similar type of phenomenon have been observed for
subject 3 and 4, but reverse phenomenon have been identified
for subject 1 and 5. The above difference is attributed to the
fact that mental state of different subjects (humans) as
considered in the present work are different and brain activity
of them are different for two different conditions i.e. eye
closed and eyes open.
Different frequency spectrum has been observed for alpha
wave of right hemisphere of brain as shown in Fig. 4(b). The
frequency corresponds to subject 3 has been found to be
minimum for right hemisphere as compared to left one. At the
same time for different subjects when eyes remain close the
frequency variations has been observed for right hemisphere
as compared to eyes open condition. The variation in
frequency suggests that right hemisphere is more activated
when eyes remain closed in the range of alpha waves.

5) CONCLUSION
EEG measures electric brain activity caused by the flow
of electric currents during synaptic excitations of the
dendrites in the neurons and is extremely sensitive to the
effects of secondary currents. In present paper,
23channels, from left and right hemisphere of brain have
been analyzed in order to study the nature of alpha wave
on these electrodes. From the observations it can be
concluded that that right hemisphere of brain is more
activated when eyes remain closed in the range of alpha
waves. Further placement of electrodes also affects the
power frequency spectrum of human brain.
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